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Introduction

l

As 2017 comes towards a close this is a
time of significant change for EU financial
sector businesses with the long
anticipated implementation of MiFID II
looming in the early days of January 2018.
MiFID II brings regulatory reforms with
highly significant implications for those
providing financial products and services to
retail and professional clients within the
EU. For the UK and EU the tortuous
process of Brexit continues providing a
climate of some political uncertainty which
looks likely to persist for some time. We live
in interesting times!

l

This edition of our briefing contains articles
on a number of topical issues of interest to
financial institutions:
l

l

Christina Fleming looks at the potential
positive impact of Brexit on the UK Art
market if an opportunity is taken to
reform the UK regulations
implementing the Artists' Resale Right
Directive.
In 2016 global venture investment in
FinTech grew to US $17.8 billion, some
US $783 million of which came from
the UK. There is plenty of funding for
FinTech. After initial seed investment
FinTech businesses will often focus
investment into product development
or building the brand. Kate Troup
considers the vital importance for
FinTech businesses of ensuring
compliance with financial regulations.

l

The UK Financial Services Authority
has decided to extend its Senior
Managers and Certification Regime
from banks to all FCA regulated
firms. The regime is part of the FCA
FCA’’s
focus on a culture of accountability
within regulated financial sector
businesses. The key part of the regime
imposes clearly defined responsibilities
on senior managers for which they are
personally accountable. In addition
certain firms must produce a
responsibilities map setting out a firm
firm’’s
governance arrangements in one
document. David Hicks looks at the
implications.
MiFID II dominates many of our clients
clients’’
thoughts as we go into the new
year. We include articles on two key
aspects. Firstly, Jessica Arrol considers
the MiFID II implications on
discretionary managers including
enhanced disclosure on costs and
charges, stricter rules on inducements
and changes to execution policies.
Secondly, Jonathan Bayliss provides an
overview of the MiFID II product
governance regime. This regime is
designed to ensure that financial
products are fit for purpose, suit the
needs of identified target markets and
that there is continued monitoring of
outcomes for consumers. The regime
will build on current UK rules imposing a
standard set of rules across the EU and
will have effect at all levels of the
distribution chain.
With a growing elderly population many
of our investment management
clients find that they are more and
more frequently operating
discretionary portfolios under lasting
powers of attorney. James Austen
looks at a major pitfall and the need for
precise drafting of these powers.
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We hope you find the briefing useful and
would very much value feedback and ideas
for future topics.
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Artists' resale rights Brexit's positive
impact?
In the aftermath of Brexit, there may well
be an opportunity for the UK to repeal the
legislation implementing the Artists'
Resale Right Directive.
Many felt that when it was implemented
into UK law in January 2012, it would herald
the demise of London's standing as a
leading international art sales centre. We
explore the issues here and the potential
outcome.
What is droit de suite?
The artists
artists’’ resale right (ARR), sometimes
referred to as droit de suite, provides that
a royalty is payable to visual artists or their
heirs whenever an original work of art is
resold on the secondary market in the
European Economic Area in transactions
involving art dealers and auctioneers. The
rule applies until 75 years after the artist
artist’’s
death. The royalty is calculated as a
percentage of the sale price up to 4% (and
subject to a cap and applicable
exemptions). The primary liability for the
payment of the royalty lies with the seller
and the art market professional or auction
house who was involved in the transaction.
The royalty is thought to have first
originated in France in the 1920s following
the sale of Millet
Millet’’s 1859 painting, L
L’’
Angélus
Angélus’’, in 1889. L
L’’ Angélus
Angélus’’ was sold by
Millet for ₣ 1,000 in 1860, but just 14 years
after Millet's death in 1889 the sale price
reached ₣ 553,000 while the artist
artist’’s
impoverished family gained nothing. Unlike
musicians, screenwriters, and authors,
artists make money only from the initial
sale of their artwork, when their artworks
will often increase in value over time on
subsequent sales.

The introduction of the ARR
Although a number of European
jurisdictions have granted artists a resale
right for some time, the right did not exist
in the UK until 2006 pursuant to The
Artists' Resale Right Regulations 2006
which implemented the Directive. It
sought to harmonise the position across
Europe and ensure that all qualifying sales
within the EU were subject to the resale
right. This was to avoid distortions of
competition by displacement of sales to
countries where the royalty did not have to
be paid. However, other countries with
substantial art markets including the USA
and Switzerland, have no such right.
Up until January 2012, in the UK the resale
right applied only to sales of works by living
artists. This followed from a hard
hard--fought
derogation from the Directive by Tony Blair
in 2006 which allowed member states
without a domestic resale right on the
entry into force of the Directive, to exclude
ARR from the heirs or the estates of
artists deceased within 70 years of the
date of sale up until 1 January 2012.
Is ARR detrimental for the UK Market?
ARR sought to harmonise art markets
across Europe - but with London as the
largest Post War & Contemporary market
in the EU, accounting for 65% of the value
of sales and 24% of all transactions in
20161, the UK is at risk of being
disproportionately affected by the ARR
regime. Post War & Contemporary is
defined by artists born after 1910 and
includes artists such as Damien Hirst,
David Hockney and Francis Bacon.

Since the ARR regime has been
introduced, many leading economists felt
that the UK art market has suffered,
particularly since the end of the derogation
in January 2012. Post War &
Contemporary art sales in the UK declined
considerably in 2016 falling by 32% (against
a backdrop of a fall in worldwide sales in this
sector of only 18%) and are now 37% lower
than their peak in 2008. Within the Post
War & Contemporary art sector, sales of
work of living artists at auction reached
$434 million in 2016, representing a decline
of 41% year
year--on
on--year against a global
decline of just 7%.2 London
London’’s market
share based on auction sales of Post War &
Contemporary art decreased to 25.2% in
2016 from 28.8% in 20152.
Will we see a change to ARR following
Brexit?
In the wake of Brexit, many artists and
curators who favoured “Remain
Remain”” like many
others will be dismayed by the potential
lack of EU funding for exhibitions and
projects. Other commentators are likely
to hope to see a repeal of droit de suite
and are of the view that the international
art market is highly competitive and
transactions might be increasingly shifted
to countries without an ARR regime in
place, such as the US and Hong Kong.
Brexit may present the opportunity for a
permanent relaxation of the ARR Directive
to transactions within 75 years of the
relevant artist
artist’’s death, or further still a
repeal of the legislation in the UK
altogether.
There remains the question as to whether
the principles underlying the royalty and
the benefits it provides for artists and their
estates should override concerns about
the impact it has on the UK art market.
This article was written by Christina
Fleming. For more information please get
in touch on +44 (0)20 7427 1022 or via
christina.fleming@crsblaw.com

¹ The British Art Market 2017 - An Economic Survey prepared for BAMF by Arts Economics
² The British Art Market 2017 - An Economic Survey prepared for BAMF by Arts Economics
3
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FinTech funding: when
to get regulated
In 2016 alone, global venture investment
in FinTech grew 11% to $17.4 billion, $783
million of which came from the UK. In the
first half of 2017, global venture
investment in FinTech was at $8.4 billion.
What is clear from the data is that there is
money available for FinTech.
What is critical for the early stage FinTech
businesses is how they decide to utilise
the funding that they receive. Prioritising
spending is particularly important after
seed investment rounds. FinTechs will
usually focus their own investment into
further developing their product, or
investing in building their brand reputation
with advertising and marketing campaigns.
Too often though, FinTechs overlook the
importance of ensuring that their product
is compliant with financial regulations,
either opting to utilise the perceived
regulatory safety of third party providers,
rely on a narrow regulatory exemption, or
simply ignore regulation altogether in an
attempt to avoid legal costs. This can
often prove difficult when these FinTechs
attempt to expand their offering or attract
outside investment, where they may find
that their business may be insufficiently
compliant, dependant on the area of
business they are in, or the extension of
the service they are offering.
“no serious investor is going to put their
money behind a firm which doesn't fully
comply with regulations”

Piotr Pisarz, Investment Manager at DN
Capital

For example, many may be caught out by
regulations such as the Payment Services
Directive, currently being updated with
effect from January 2018 with a narrowing
of existing exemptions. Crowdfunding
websites, a popular source of funding for
some FinTechs, will also need to consider
MiFID (and subsequently MiFID II, effective
January 2018), as well as AIFMD and FCA
Peer to Peer lending rules.
Speaking at a recent FinTech start
start--up
event, attended by Charles Russell
Speechlys, Piotr Pisarz, Investment
Manager at DN Capital reinforced this, by
saying that “no serious investor is going to
put their money behind a firm which
doesn't fully comply with regulations.
regulations.””
Being a regulated FinTech business
certainly helps to form a base by which
investors can be confident in a future
return. Failing to do so could lead to serious
issues later in their growth cycle which may
end up costing even more.
In the same recent FinTech start
start--up
event, Sandeep Bathina, co
co--founder
and COO at StockViews, who has

extensive experience in forming FinTech
start
start--ups, said “FinTech firms should
recognise regulatory requirements early in
their start
start--up phase
phase…
… even if this is a large
proportion of the seed funding you have
been able to raise, regulation should come
first and you can build a successful
business from that...
that...””
Ensuring that you are legally compliant
from the off will enable you to build your
business successfully and ensure that you
have no issues with both the law and
future investor confidence.
Charles Russell Speechlys has a highly
experienced team of regulatory lawyers,
with extensive experience in the FinTech
sector, helping FinTech businesses to
ensure they are sufficiently compliant with
regulations. If you feel that this route is for
you, please don
don’’t hesitate to give us a call
and we would be happy to talk you through
your options.
This article was written by Kate Troup.
For more information please get in touch
via kate.troup@crsblaw.com or +44 (0)20
7427 6726.
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The countdown to
MiFID II for
Discretionary
Managers

Terms of business can be the best place
to include these.
l

Where has the year gone? While it may be
unnerving to some to mention that it is
about 4 weeks until Christmas, what is
even more unsettling for those in the
financial services sector is that MiFID II
comes into effect in around 5 weeks
weeks’’ time.
l

As those in the financial services industry
will well know, “MiFID IIII”” is a term used to
describe the new Markets in Financial
Instruments Directive (Directive
2014/65/EU) and the Markets in Financial
Instruments Regulation (EU) No
600/2014, together with secondary
legislation and guidance. MiFID II amends
and adds to the original Markets in Financial
Instruments Directive which aimed to
harmonise financial services law across the
European Union. MiFID II comes into effect
on 3 January 2018.
As we countdown to MiFID II, discretionary
managers will be in the process of, or
considering, the amendment of their
terms of business to ensure that these
are in compliance with MiFID II in time for
implementation.
Some points to be aware of for those
considering an update are as follows:
l

l

Local public authorities (if you have
these as clients) are now to be treated
as retail clients (although they can
elect to be treated as professional)
Significant additional client disclosures
are required to be made, for example
disclosures are to be made:
¡ as to guidance on and warnings of
the risks associated with particular
investment strategies and
¡ whether a particular investment is
intended for retail or professional
clients.

l

Investment managers are obliged to
provide clients with greater
information on costs and charges,
such as an aggregated disclosure
regarding all costs and charges not
caused by the occurrence of an
underlying market risk. Investment
managers may consider making
reference to such costs disclosures in
the terms or in any fee schedule
annexed.
Investment managers are generally
banned from receiving payments and
other benefits from third parties,
except for certain minor non
non-monetary benefits (which must be
disclosed to the client):
¡ Investment research however is
not considered to be a minor non
non-monetary benefit, which means
that an investment manager must
either pay for any research the firm
receives from brokers directly from
its own resources, or establish a
research payment account
controlled by the manager and
funded by a specific research
charge to the client (which will need
to be documented in the terms of
business).
¡ In addition, terms of business can
be a sensible location for
disclosures of minor non
non--monetary
benefits received by the firm to be
made.
Certain changes will be required to
firms
firms’’ order execution policies, for
example:
¡ Firms are now required to take “all
sufficient steps
steps”” to achieve best
execution, rather than “all
reasonable steps
steps”” pursuant to
MiFID I.
¡ Order execution policies will now
need to reflect the new organised
trading facility (for example express
consent must be obtained for
executing orders outside a trading
venue (which now means a
regulated market, multilateral
trading facility or organised trading
facility)).

Bearing in mind the time it takes to make
the relevant amendments (and allow for
typesetting and printing) we recommend
that discretionary managers proceed with
their MiFID II terms of business reviews as
a matter of urgency.
l

l

l

Firms must notify new and existing
clients that telephone or other
electronic communications that result
or may result in transactions will be
recorded. Firms must hold such
records for five years.
The standard periodic reporting
frequency for discretionary
management clients has been
amended from half yearly to quarterly.
Investment managers must notify
clients if their portfolio drops 10% from
the last reporting period (as well as
reporting a drop of 10% in any
“contingent liability transaction
transaction”” or
“leveraged financial instrument
instrument””).

While updating for MiFID II, discretionary
managers may also take the opportunity
to ensure that their terms are compliant
for the purposes of the new General Data
Protection Regulation which takes effect
from 25 May 2018.
Often terms of business will allow for
changes which reflect regulatory
requirements to take effect as soon as
these are notified to the client (or as soon
as the relevant law takes effect). However,
it may well be that your terms provide for a
30 day (or longer) notice period, which
means that changes to the terms should
be notified to clients shortly. Bearing in
mind the time it takes to make the
relevant amendments (and allow for
typesetting and printing) we recommend
that discretionary managers proceed with
their MiFID II terms of business reviews as
a matter of urgency.
This article was written by Jessica Arrol. For
more information please contact Jessica
on +44 (0)20 7427 6709, or at
jessica.arrol@crsblaw.com.
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Senior Managers and
Certification Regime:
2018 extension to all
FCA firms
Introduction to the
Regime
What is the SMCR?
The Senior Managers and Certification
Regime was born out of the
recommendations of the Parliamentary
Commission on Banking Standards
following its review of the 2008 financial
crisis and is part of the FCA
FCA’’s focus on the
culture and governance within the firms it
regulates.
The FCA want firms to have, or develop, a
‘ culture of accountability
accountability’’ at all levels and
senior individuals to have clearly defined
responsibilities for which they are
personally accountable. The SMCR
replaces the Approved Persons Regime.
This took effect for banks in March 2016
and will be extended to the remaining FCA
firms by the end of 2018 (insurers have
been subject to a slightly different
process, but are also affected by the
extension of SMCR).
This note provides an introduction to the
likely shape of the extended SMCR and
reflects our experience of the banking and
insurance regimes, the ‘ proportionate
proportionate’’
approach outlined in the FCA
consultations launched on 26 July 2017
and the various preceding FCA
statements and publications.

The SMCR comprises:
Senior Managers Regime
Senior individuals performing ‘ senior
management functions
functions’’ (new types of
controlled function) will need FCA approval
for their roles (as under the Approved
Persons Regime) and also ‘ statements of
responsibility
responsibility’’ setting out what they are
personally responsible and accountable
for.
There are ‘ prescribed responsibilities
responsibilities’’ that
must be allocated to ‘ senior
managers
managers’’ (other than for limited scope
firms – see proportionate application
below). Certain ‘ enhanced
enhanced’’ firms will have
to produce a ‘ responsibilities map
map’’ –
setting out a firm
firm’’s governance
arrangements in one document.
Certification Regime
Those who aren
aren’’t ‘ senior managers
managers’’ but
perform ‘ certification functions
functions’’ which
mean they could cause significant harm to
the firm or its customers. They will need to
be certified as fit and proper by the firm
(this is the firm
firm’’s responsibility; they are
not approved by the FCA, although they
may previously have been approved under
the Approved Persons Regime).
Conduct Rules
New high
high--level standards of behaviour
applying to ‘ senior managers
managers’’, certification
staff and, in addition, to non
non--executive
directors and almost all employees who
undertake financial services activities
within the firm (other than ancillary
activities). This is far wider than those
covered under the Approved Persons
Regime. All such individuals are therefore
directly subject to individual conduct rules,
including an individual duty to be open and
cooperative with the FCA.

Timeline of key events
2012
Parliamentary Commission on Banking
Standards established
2013
Parliamentary Commission on Banking
Standards publishes final report
Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act
2013 introduces SMCR
November 2015
FCA launches Asset Management Market
Study
March 2016
SMR replaced the Approved Persons
Regime for banks, building societies,
credit unions and PRA
PRA--designated
investment firms
PRA introduced the Senior Insurance
Managers Regime and FCA revised its
Approved Persons Regime for insurers
May 2016
Financial Services and Markets Act
amended to provide for extension of
SMCR to all firms authorised to provide
financial services under it (including
insurers)
September 2016
FCA publish feedback statement on initial
SMCR implementation
New FCA whistleblowing rules come into
force for regulatory accountability for
banks, building societies, credit unions
and some investment and insurance
firms, and for all regulated firms to follow
as guidance
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November 2016
FCA publishes Asset Management
Market study interim report
7 March 2017
New obligation for banks and insurers to
obtain and give regulatory references
New obligtation for all other regulaqted
firms to give regulatory references
28 June 2017
FCA publishes Asset Management
Market study final report and consultation
paper on implementation of remedies for
issues highlighted by the study (including
impact on extension of SMCR)

What is the proposed
proportionate approach to
implementation?
For the extension of the SMCR the FCA
are proposing to take a proportionate
approach. The table below sets out the
proposed proportionate approach to apply
to FCA regulated firms (a separate
proportionate regime will apply to
insurers):

26 July 2017
FCA publishes consultations on
extending SMCR to solo (FCA) regulated
firms and insurers and amendments to
the banking regime
2017/18
Follow up SMCR consultation papers on
authorised representatives and
operational aspects of the regime
(including how firms will transition into it)
During 2018
Final rules for extended and amended
SMCR regime published
Later in 2018
Extended and amended SMCR regime
live
Extension to all regulated firms of the
regulatory references regime that came
into force March 2017
Extension to all regulated firms of the
regulatory accountability for FCA
whistleblowing that came into force
September 2016
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What should firms be doing now?
To make the most of the opportunities
and deal with the challenges that will be
presented by implementation of the new
regime, firms that have not yet started
working towards implementation should
start to put plans in place.
Having helped clients through the banking
and insurance regimes and started to
advise clients falling within the extension
to the wider regulated community, we
have set out below a number of potential
actions firms should consider now:
Review current governance and controls
SMCR does not seek to introduce a
prescribed ‘ one size fits all
all’’ governance
model, but is an opportunity to review the
appropriateness and effectiveness of a
firm
firm’’s governance.
Review delegation and reporting lines
This has been a particular challenge in the
banking regime and can be complicated
where firms are organised on business,
product or geographic lines.
Review outsourcing arrangements
These need to be considered in the
context of the new senior management
functions and responsibilities.
Identify and engage with senior
managers early
Their responsibilities will need to be agreed
with them in the context of agreeing their
statements of responsibilities, how those
responsibilities can be met and any impact
on their employment arrangements.
Issues around identifying sufficiently
senior individuals to hold senior
management functions or particular
responsibilities were found in
implementation of the banking regime.

Shared or divided responsibilities should be
highlighted and considered early in the
process.
Certification and conduct rules staff
should also be identified early, especially as
we have found detailed analysis can be
required for certain individuals as to which
group they should fall within.
Leave sufficient time to finalise
responsibilities statements for senior
managers
Reviewing these has often highlighted
inconsistencies with the overall
governance structure and needed further
discussions with senior managers to
finalise and include sufficient detail to be
clear on scope and allocation of
responsibilities.
Consider the interaction with HR and IT
functions
Firms will have to assess staff as ‘ fit and
proper
proper’’ and certify the certification staff
each year, which will need to be considered
in the context of ongoing appraisals, hiring
and exits (including referencing).
Generally, a consistent approach to
assessment and certification will be
needed and we have found agreeing and
setting down the principles in a manual a
useful part of the implementation process.
Facility will be needed to track which staff
fall into each group (senior managers,
certification and conduct rules).

Refresh whistleblowing policy
Many firms have found that full
implementation of the new whistleblowing
rules has been awkward without sight of
how SMCR would be extended.
Review policy on investigations
The banks have found that SMCR,
whistleblowing and increased
transparency to a wider range of
stakeholders has led to an increase in the
volume of investigations.
Start planning the initial and ongoing
training programme
Staff will need to be educated on the new
regime and how it affects them and
ongoing training will be required for all staff
subject to the new conduct rules.
We have found that preparing question
and answer documents for common
questions can help and save a lot of time
for those involved in the implementation.
Consider which legal entities are within
scope
There is an opportunity to consider
whether any tidying up of group
arrangements can be undertaken, for
example if there are entities that no longer
need to be authorised.
This article was written by David Hicks.
For more information please get in touch
via david.hicks@crsblaw.com or +44 (0)20
7427 6647.

Refresh and align certification policy and
approach with regulatory reference
changes
Many implementation issues on
referencing overlap with certification.
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Product governance
under MiFID II – a UK
perspective
What is product governance?
Product governance refers to the
systems and controls that firms must
have in place to design, approve, market
and manage products through their life
life-cycle to ensure that they meet legal and
regulatory requirements.
Good product governance should result in
products that:
l

l

l

meet the needs of one or more
identifiable target market
are sold to clients in the target markets
by appropriate distribution channels,
and
deliver appropriate consumer
outcomes.

The regime in relation to product
governance under MiFID II seeks to
implement product related requirements
and processes that establish a benchmark
for financial instruments and distribution.
What is the scope of MiFID II?
Products
The regime applies to financial
instruments and structured deposits.
Firms
From a UK perspective, those who are
required to follow the regime are firms
engaged in MiFID business.
It is important to note that non
non--MiFID
business firms which manufacture or
distribute MiFID products (e.g. certain
UCITS management companies or
AIFMs), although they are not obliged to
implement the rules, should treat them as
guidance.

Why have product governance
requirements been introduced under
MiFID II?
MiFID II introduces an EU wide product
governance regime applying along the
distribution chain from product
manufacturers to product distributors.
The UK already has a framework in place
based on FCA guidelines; the introduction
of the MiFID II regime will reinforce these
obligations.
The objective behind MiFID II is to
institutionalise systems and controls
which reduce the risk of mis
mis--selling of
investment products. It seeks to better
protect investors by regulating each stage
of a product
product’’s life cycle (design,
distribution, point of sale and product
reviews).
The emphasis in MiFID II is on clearly
expressing the regulatory roles and
responsibilities of the manufacturer and
those in the distribution chain with a focus
on good outcomes for the investor.
This sharing of roles and responsibilities will
re
re--shape the contractual relationship
between manufacturers and distributors
as it will not be possible for manufacturers
to contract out of their obligations under
MiFID II.

Key responsibilities on manufacturers
Manufacturers are the firms that create,
develop, issue or design investment
products. They are required to:
Undertake a product approval process
to ensure the product meets the need of
the identified target market
This process must be undertaken before
marketing or distribution for each financial
instrument and for significant adaptations
of financial instruments. It must include
policies and procedures to ensure that the
product complies with all applicable rules.
To ensure that the needs of the target
market are met manufacturers should
consider the characteristics of a product
including complexity, risk reward profile,
liquidity and, if relevant, the innovative
nature of the product.
Ensure that the intended distribution
strategy is consistent with the identified
target market
Products can only be manufactured and
distributed when they meet the needs of
the target market, all risks to the end
customer must be assessed. For example,
if a manufacturer is designing a complex
product, it should ensure that it is only sold
if advice has been given to the end
customer.
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Ensure that the product or service
reaches the target market
This requirement is underpinned by the
need to ensure effective information flows
back and forth along the distribution chain
so that the manufacturer can assess the
effectiveness of the distribution strategy.

They are required to:
l

Periodically review the product, the
target market and the distribution
channel to ensure they remain
appropriate
It is important to note that this regime
does not cease to be relevant once the
product is launched. Periodic reviews are a
key part of the product governance
regime.
Ensure distributors understand the
approved process, the target market
and the distribution channel to ensure
they remain appropriate
This is an important requirement. It must
be noted that it imposes an onerous
obligation on manufacturers, particularly
with more complex products.
Ensure that the management body has
effective control
ESMA particularly concentrates on this
requirement. There must be effective
management at board level and through
the firm
firm’’s compliance function.
What if one of these requirements is not
fulfilled?
If a problem is identified by the
manufacturer there are a number of steps
it can take to remedy the problem
including terminating the distribution
arrangement, liaising with the distributor
to monitor the distribution process and, in
extreme cases, notifying the FCA if there
is a problem and setting out to them how
they plan to address it.
Key responsibilities on distributors
The definition of a distributor is very wide, it
is a firm that offers, recommends, or sells
investment products or provides
investment services to clients.

l

l

l

l

Consider which target market is
likely to be suitable and any
types of investors for which it
may not be suitable (before
distribution of the product) - A
distributor must review the
manufacturer
manufacturer’’s distribution strategy
with a critical eye in light of the
distributor
distributor’’s particular client base and
the particular services that the
distributor provides to ensure the
products are suitable for that client. It
is important for them to note that, just
because a manufacturer has
determined a particular distribution
strategy, this does not mean that the
distributor cannot take a different
approach.
Ensure that they obtain relevant
information regarding products
they offer or distribute from the
manufacturers - This includes
information on the financial
instrument, the product approval
process, details of the target market
assessment and the appropriate
distribution channels.
Ensure that products are
distributed to the proper target
market and carry out reviews to
make sure that this is the case The distributor will, in many cases, have
the necessary information about
clients to ensure they fall within the
proper target market or, if they do not,
that there are good reasons why
distribution is still appropriate.
Assess the compatibility of the
financial instruments with the
needs of the clients to whom
investment services are offered
- As above, the distributor will have the
necessary information to assess this.
Provide information to
manufacturers about product
sales - The information which must
be provided includes the proportion of
sales made outside the target market,
summary information on types of
client, summary of complaints
received, and answers to sample
questions designed by the
manufacturer to obtain feedback.

l

Ensure that the management
body has effective control - There
must be effective management at
board level and through the firm
firm’’s
compliance function.

How to identify target markets
ESMA has set out guidelines to assist firms
(both manufacturers and distributors) to
assess and identify target markets for
their products.
ESMA advises firms to consider the types
of client to whom the product is marketed.
To do so they should look at the
clients
clients’’:
Knowledge and experience
Firms need to identify knowledge
the clients have about product type
and features. They also need to
identify how much experience they
have in this area as knowledge can
compensate for lack of experience.
Financial situation (ability to bear
losses)
The firm should specify the level of
losses that a client is able and willing
to afford.
Risk tolerance and compatibility of
risk/reward profile with the target
market
Clients
Clients’’ basic risk attitudes should be
categorised and clearly defined. If
applicable, firms should use the risk
indicator stipulated by the PRIPS
regulations.
Objectives and needs
Objectives are the clients
clients’’ wider
goals e.g. liquidity supply or
retirement provision. Needs can be
more specific e.g. relevant to their
country of tax residence.
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These are the minimum categories to
consider and categories should be added
if, in the manufacturers view, they are
important to describe the product.

What is the impact of the product
governance regime on the concept of
complex and non-complex products?
In the product governance regime, the
regulator
regulator’’s perception of what constitutes
a “complex product
product”” is key. Due to the
proportionality approach taken in product
governance, there is a more intense
application of the rules to complex
products and a less intense application for
non
non--complex products.

Manufacturers will base their assessment
on a theoretical group of clients and the
past experience of the manufacturers.
Distributers should identify their target
market on a more precise basis using
information they receive from the
manufacturer.
Identification should be carried out in an
appropriate and proportionate manner
taking into account the nature, scale and
complexity of a firm
firm’’s business. It should
be “sufficiently granular.
granular.””
What are the key differences between
MiFID II Product Governance and current
FCA Guidance?
l The requirement to identify the target
market at “a sufficiently granular level.
level.””
l Responsibility for process attaching to
the holder of the compliance function
oversight
l Enhanced information flows
l Wide ranging conflicts of interest
provisions
l More intensive product reviews
l Impact on the roles, and
l responsibilities along the distribution
chain.
The inter-relationship between product
governance and suitability and
appropriateness
It is critical to note that product
governance is not a substitute for
suitability and appropriateness
assessments carried out by a firm in the
provision of investment services to each
client.

Suitability and appropriateness obligations
are clearly much more granular and focus
on specific clients and their circumstances.
The application of suitability and
appropriateness may, on occasion,
produce a different answer to a target
market analysis.
Product governance sits alongside and
above the core suitability and
appropriateness tests and provides a
framework of high level strategic suitability
which aids the facilitation of such tests.
What is the impact of the product
governance regime on “execution only”
services?
l Where execution only dealing is in a
complex product and an
appropriateness assessment is
required, firms will be expected to
obtain more detailed, granular
information whereas, standard
products can be distributed with
generic, less detailed information.
l Where an appropriate assessment is
not required, the firm
firm’’s role is likely to
be more about communicating the
target market to the investor rather
than imposing any additional point of
sale requirements.

Under MiFID II, significantly more products
are regarded as complex for the purpose
of the appropriateness rules. Examples
include:
l

l

l

Shares that are admitted to trading on
a regulated market or MTF are
complex if they embed a derivative
Bonds that are admitted to trading on
a regulated market or MTF are
complex if they embed a derivative or
are structured in a way that makes it
difficult for clients to understand the
risks involved
Structured UCITs

This article was written by Jonathan
Bayliss. For more information please get in
touch via jonathan.bayliss@crsblaw.com or
+44 (0)20 7427 6699.
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LPAs discretionary
management
With a growing elderly population,
investment managers will find that they
are operating discretionary portfolios on
the instructions of an attorney acting
under a Lasting Power of Attorney for
Financial and Property Affairs ((LPA)) (or
Enduring Power of Attorney) with
increasing regularity. It might be the case
that the attorney wishes to open a new
discretionary portfolio on behalf of the
principal, or the attorney wishes to instruct
the investment manager to continue to
manage the principal
principal’’s assets on a
discretionary basis after the principal loses
mental capacity.
The powers and duties of an attorney,
taken together with the regulatory and
contractual obligations of investment
managers, is a complex area. In this article
we will explore one major pitfall that
investment managers should be aware of
in this context.
An attorney’s power to delegate
Absent an express power to delegate
investment decisions contained in the
LPA, the basic principle is that an attorney
acting under an LPA where the principal
has lost capacity may not delegate
decision
decision--making to third parties, including
in relation to financial investments.
Further, an attorney is required to take
proper advice to ensure that they are
fulfilling their obligations towards their
principals, but final decisions must lie with
them.

In the case of financial investments, in the
view of the Office of the Public Guardian
(the OPG)) at least (as set out in their
Guidance of September 2015), this would
require an attorney to invest the principal
principal’’s
assets through an advisory – not a
discretionary – mandate, a prospect which
is likely to sit uncomfortably with both
investment managers and attorneys. The
Mental Capacity Act 2005 ((MCA)) Code of
Practice confirms this approach.
The principal’s instructions
When preparing their LPA, the principal can
include express wording permitting the
delegation of investment management to
an investment manager. The OPG has
gone so far as to include precedent
wording in their guidance for principals.
In the case of existing LPAs without such
wording, the attorney does not have the
requisite power to delegate investment
decisions and they would have to apply to
the Court of Protection for an Order
permitting them to transfer the principal
principal’’s
assets to a discretionary portfolio, or
continue to hold the assets on such a
mandate. This can be both an expensive
and lengthy process.
Contractual and regulatory issues for
investment managers
This will inevitably raise contractual and
regulatory issues for investment
managers, who will be concerned that the
attorney from whom they are taking
instructions, or with whom they are
entering into contracts, does not have the
requisite power and authority.

Strictly speaking, the obligations noted
above are those of the affected attorneys
and not investment managers. However,
financial services firms will need to consider
their contractual position with their clients
– and their regulatory obligations – in light
of the OPG
OPG’’s guidance, in particular where
they are on notice of the issue. It may be
the case that some investment managers
have been providing discretionary
management services to attorneys
(acting on behalf of a principal who lacks
capacity) who do not have the power to
instruct them, and the status of the
contract between the attorney and the
firm may be in doubt.
It is not yet known what approach the FCA
will take to this issue, but in its Occasional
Paper No. 8: Consumer Vulnerability it
guides firms to offer vulnerable consumers
flexible outcomes, including help with
powers of attorney. This seems
somewhat at odds with the more
restrictive approach of the OPG.
Looking behind the attorney
A difficulty arises in that financial services
firms will not necessarily know whether or
not there is any deficiency with any given
LPA, or whether a client has mental
capacity.
Because registered LPAs take effect
during the principal
principal’’s lifetime (and whilst he
or she retains mental capacity) as general
powers of attorney, it is quite proper to
deal with the attorney in respect of
discretionary portfolios whilst the principal
retains capacity, whether or not the LPA
contains express wording on the point.
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This means that any contracts entered
into by the attorney whilst principal has
capacity would be valid and no regulatory
issues should arise. However, upon the
principal
principal’’s incapacity, this would no longer
be the case and the attorney
attorney’’s power to
give instructions to a discretionary
portfolio manager would cease (unless an
express power to do so was included in the
LPA or they obtained an Order of the
Court of Protection).
Investment managers may well not know
the status of the principal
principal’’s capacity at any
given time, and it is impractical for them
repeatedly to check the point. This
problem is compounded by the fact that
capacity is no longer a binary test under
the MCA, and whether or not a person has
mental capacity is decision
decision--specific. This is
in contrast with the position under an EPA,
when, once the EPA has been registered
with the Court of Protection, the principal
has to be treated as no longer having
capacity.
Investment managers may also not have
detailed records of whether an express
power to delegate investment
management decisions has been included
in each LPA under which they are
accepting instructions from an attorney.
What action should investment
managers take now?
In October last year, the Society of Trust
and Estate Practitioners invited members
to provide examples of how the OPG
guidance may be difficult to apply in
practice. STEP
STEP’’s stated aim was to
present a test case to the OPG and
underline that the impact of this issue is
potentially far
far--reaching.

We have contributed to STEP
STEP’’s review and
it is to be hoped that STEP
STEP’’s approach to
the OPG goes some way to persuading
the OPG to change its guidance. However,
on the face of it, the basic principles will
apply even if the OPG
OPG’’s guidance is
changed and an amendment to the MCA
may be required to allow automatic
delegation of investment management
decisions to an investment manager.
One way of clarifying the position would be
for a number of similarly affected attorneys
to combine and bring a proper test case in
the Court of Protection. Because of the
impact of the OPG
OPG’’s guidance on
investment managers, this might be
something that the wider investment
management industry felt able to
facilitate, perhaps through a
representative body, both in the sense of
bringing the right sort of attorneys
together and by underwriting the costs.
In the meantime, investment managers
should seek advice on how the OPG
OPG’’s
guidance affects their contractual position
vis a vis its clients and its regulatory
obligations to them. Firms should also
consider writing to affected clients to take
their instructions on this matter.
We have been advising a number of firms
on this issue, and would be delighted to
advise you on how this matter affects your
firm.
This article was written by James Austen.
For more information please get in touch
via james.austen@crsblaw.com or +44 (0)
20 7427 4547.
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Who to contact
If you are interested in more information
on anything you have read in this
newsletter, please contact the relevant
author, your usual Charles Russell
Speechlys contact, or alternatively:

Jonathan Bayliss
Partner, Editor
T: +44 (0)20 7427 6699
jonathan.bayliss@crsblaw.com
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